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ABSTRACT 

 

 
Security in communication has always remained significant concern. With everything 

becoming data these days, it is essential that no misuse can take place and no harm takes 

place because of security issues associated with channels. To provide security in insecure 

environment method such encryption-decryption is vital, cryptography deals with these 

techniques. Until now, standards such as AES, proved to be robust and to attack those 

was difficult. Software part robust now, study of crypto-analysis shifted to hardware and 

side channel analysis came in light for the first time. Side channel, such as power, leaks 

every detail associated with hardware and modeling of these becomes easy in that case. 

In cryptographic operations, S-box or substitution is one such module which consumes 

most of the power and leaks vital power signature to attacker. In this report, in depth 

focus is given to different S-box architectures and comparative analysis has been done for 

power, area and timing parameters. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Modern day communication involves many kinds of security threat. Though means of 

communication have increased significantly and also become sophisticated over the time, 

security issues were always present. With few attacks, these loop holes came to light and 

fraternity associated with this modern day science and technology took serious note of 

that. Over the time, many techniques were developed to address this grey area. Any 

technique, devised to solve any issue, of communication must confirm three norms of the 

same which are confidentiality, integrity and availability.  

 

Confidentiality: 

 Confidentiality of communication said to be maintained, when data which was to be 

communicated reaches to the desired recipient only and no one except that end user is 

able to gain any substantial information devising any illicit method. Let say User A wants 

to communicate with User B over any channel established between compromised here. 

Instead, even if illicit means if c is not able to know what is being transferred, we can say 

confidentiality is being maintained. In another way , let say A is sending “hello” to B , if 

C gets exactly that , confidentiality is compromised here , but if , prior to sending data 

over channel , it has been changed in some another form , which is mutually acceptable to 

both A and B , and C has no clue about it , though C gets access to channel , C won’t be 

able to exactly tell about what is being communicated . So confidentiality is maintained 

here. This is one of the most fundamental any elementary requirement of any 

communication that data should reach only to desired recipient and not to anyone else. 

 

Integrity : 

When we say that prior to sending data over channel , data is being changed , using some 

method , which is mutually acceptable to all the parties taking part in communication , it 

should be taken care that recipient should get exactly what was desired to be 

communicated and not anything else i.e. data should not change because of such 

methods. Let say A wants send “hi” to B and for this they use some substitution like, 
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“tea”, so when “tea” gets received by B, he should be able to identify that, “Hi” was 

conveyed by A. Now C, though gets the message “tea” by manipulating channel, he 

won’t be able to tell what was the purpose of the message and original content of the 

message. For these, method to convert the data in another form should be known to both 

participating parties and it should be concealed to any intruder in between. This is the 

integrity of data over communication. If B is not able to get the original data, integrity of 

communication is being compromised, can be said easily. So this too is very primary 

requirement for any communication.  

 

Availability : 

For any communication to take place it is must that end users get access to medium 

which has been devised to establish the communication. What if, few users don’t get 

access to that medium? Communication won’t take place at all, and it will result in 

wastage of all the resources used to make communication possible. So availability of the 

channel is must. So when A is communicating to B, C should not be denied the access, 

though what was meant to be for B , should not reach to C . This sum up all the three, 

Confidentiality, Integrity and avail1bility or CIA. Collectively they make pillars for any 

communication protocols.  

 

 

One of the techniques to solve security related threat of data which is being 

communicated is encryption-decryption. So what does it stand for?  

 

Encryption-Decryption:  

Data is said to be encrypted, when we get to know true nature of the data, communicated 

over channel only when we perform some mutually accepted operation on that data. Let 

say before sending the data over channel, it is being XORed with 1. So on the receiver 

side, by XORing again with 1 we get to know about the original data (Here, as XORing 

twice because they cancel each other, i.e. operation to be performed should be opposite of 

each other). As per technical terminology, operation being performed is known as 

encryption and operation performed on the receiver side is known as decryption another 
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input to perform these operations, is known as key; If key gets wrong end user will not be 

able to get the desired data. So, key is soul of this method. 

 

If Key is known to other intruder or so weak to crack, communication is not of any user 

then. So any attempt to break or hack the communication is to get to know the key. 

Algorithm, implementing this should be robust in this case and key should be strong as 

well, so that trial and error method also does not give any appropriate result.  Over the 

time, many such techniques are developed and situation of ‘too many cooks spoil the 

meal’ arose. Search for standard method to do encryption-decryption gave birth to 

standards such as DES, AES. Also different algorithms came to the picture as well. Two 

keys method is one such and public key-private key distinction got introduced to crypto-

science for the first time. AES, though, is single key method and currently it is used 

widely.  

 

 

AES: 

The AES is a symmetric key block cipher published by the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology in 2001.  Specifications of the same involve 128 bits of block 

size and three different key sizes of 128,192 and 256 bits. It is an open algorithm 

available to the public worldwide.  
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Figure 1 AES Algorithm 

 

 

AES performs encryption in 10, 12 or 14 rounds depending on key size.  It is important to 

note here that round keys will be always of 128 bits which will be taken care by key 

expansion algorithm. 128 bits of block data first would be converted into state here in 

AES. Operation of each round will be performed on each such state. Round in AES 

(except the last) consists of Sub-Bytes, ShiftRows , MixColumns and AddRoundKey. All 

these transformations are invertible of course. Last round has only three transformations 

(All except mixcolumn). Pre round section shown in diagram uses only one 

transformation (AddRoundKey). At decryption site, the inverse transformations are used : 

InvSubByte, InvShiftRows , InvMixColumns , AddRoundKey (self invertible). 

AES has four types of transformation: Substitution, permutation, mixing, and key adding. 

Here our entire focus will be on Substitution.  

 If we analyze AES, we can easily say Substitution or S-box is the most complex 

or tedious operation out of all operations it involves. Substitution basically is 

implementation of Shannon’s confusion-diffusion principles.  
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Confusion: 

Creating confusion is one of the basic requirements of any cryptographic algorithm. By 

confusion we mean, relationship between plain text and cipher-text with respect to key is 

complex one. Let say key is 3 and relationship is that of addition, in this case plain text 5 

6 7 8 9 will be converted to 8 9 10 11 12 as algorithm to perform encryption is known 

(addition in this case) key can be extracted very easily. So in this example there is no 

confusion, I.e. to make attack impossible, strong confusion property is required in the 

system. 

 

Diffusion: 

Diffusion is element of randomness required to be present. In substitution, for change in 

one bit of input, substituted output should be change by at least half of bits. This makes it 

unpredictable and key gets difficult to predict in this case. It limits overall range available 

for substitution though or makes it difficult to make the table. Substation in AES takes 

care of the things, confusion and diffusion.   Substitution table created using these 

principles is shown below. 

 

Table 1 Substitution Table 
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Now S-box or Substitution can be implemented using ROM based look-up table method. 

Here, data which is to be stored, in table format. Data bits, then, will be considered, as no 

of row and no of column and respective entry of the table will be substituted. This, not 

only involves, bulky hardware but it also makes overall encryption operation slower and 

bit lengthy. Not only that, empirical study shows, it is simple to crack. Before talking 

about cracking AES – look up table algorithm, it is important to know what is the general 

meaning of cracking of any algorithm and possible ways to make that happen! Algorithm 

has been cracked, can be said when, key information of that algorithm becomes known to 

the user. Now using that key, he will get to know what is being communicated and 

methods to provide security over communication becomes futile. So any attacker’s 

ultimate aim is to get to know the key. Now let say, if key is of 4 bit size, it will not be of 

any difficult task for attacker to get to know the right key. Here, simply trial and error 

method will get the right key. This type of attack is known as brute-force attacks and they 

are termed as weak attacks as key size is very high these days and it is practically 

impossible to get to know the right key without wasting enormous amount of time on 

that. This makes sense why this attack is termed as weak attack. Other stronger attacks 

though are proving to be very potent these days. 

 

AES which uses Look up table can be easily cracked using cache memory concept.  

Cache is the type of memory which stores frequently used content for speeding up the 

task in run.  So let say encryption algorithm involves two operation, multiplication and 

addition (decryption will be done using subtraction and division of course) Key for 

multiplication is say x and addition y which makes ciphered data c= d*x+y where d is the 

original data or plain text in cryptographic terminology. So limitation of this will be, 

multiple d will give same c value and it can be known from the access of the cache 

memory. If cache gets accessed, for different d values, as algorithm for performing 

encryption-decryption is known, key values can be calculated. So this attack is based on 

hit and miss of cache memory. Just by observing behavior of cache memory for few input 

values, key can be extracted. This makes, look-up table based method very weak and 

prone to attack as it supports cache usage to increase the speed. To prevent this from 

happening, pre-fetching to cache can be made permanent. But in that case cache loses its 
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real purpose and that doesn’t make implementation any stronger. So, to implementing 

confusion-diffusion principles, look-up table method utterly failed. Other disadvantages 

being bulky hardware, slower processing speed. 

 

With significant increase in its usage, demand for efficient method for substitution 

operation arose which eventually led to development of Galois field method. Galois field 

method doesn’t reveal any information about the data to be substituted. It simply 

performs mathematical operation on data which comes as an input and performs 

mathematical operation on that and gives final output of data which is to be substituted.  

 

Substitution using GF method: 

Substitution can also be performed using GF field.  In this method, the multiplicative 

inverse of the byte is found in GF(256) with irreducible polynomial(100011011) as the 

modulus. Inverted byte is then interpreted as a column matrix with the lab at the top and 

msb at the bottom. This column matrix is multiplied by a constant square matrix X, and is 

added with constant column matrix, y to give the new byte. Multiplication and addition 

done here is GF(2). 

 

Now let us focus on how to find Multiplicative inverse? 

First point about MI is they come in pair.  

A x B congruence 1 (mod n) than it can be said that A and B are multiplicative inverse of 

each other.  

What is congruence? Congruence is the no which are having same result after modulo 

operation. 

Let say 2 and 12 are two no. If we perform mod 10 operation on both , we will get the 

same result 2. In this case it can be said they are congruent to each other . For 

multiplicative inverse pair should be congruent to 1 i.e. simple multiplication of pair and 

modulo operation performed on that result should give us only 1. 

Let us take one example. A=3, B=7, mod 10 than A x B=21 21 mod 10 =1 so yes 

condition satisfied. 

3 and 7 are multiplicative inverse for Z10; similarly can be calculated for others as well. 
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In nutshell, A has multiplicative inverse in Zn if and only if gcd(n,a)=1 i.e. if they are 

relatively prime. 

Now after multiplicative inverse we are supposed to perform column matrix 

multiplication by converting inverted result in column matrix as discussed earlier. At last 

stage we are required to perform addition these two operations are quite similar to affine 

cipher operation so let us discuss that. 

 

Affine Transformation: 

Affine transformation is combination of multiplicative and additive transformation. To 

state this mathematically, 

Cipher text = { (Plain text x K1) + K2 } mod 26 

Plain text = { ( Cipher text – K2 ) x (multiplicative inverse of K1) } mod 26 

Eg :  hello with key pair of (7,2) 

H -> 07 encryption ({07x7)+2} mod 26 -> 25 -> Z 

E -> 04 encryption {(04x07)+2} mod 2 -> 04 -> E 

And so on… Result would be ZEBBW. 

Here in Substitution, keys would be column matrices. 

Result of this operation will be used to substitute the data and hence this is how 

substitution is performed using mathematical operation. 

   

If we compare look up table method and Galois method, one obvious conclusion will be , 

power taken by the operations , involved with Galois method, is on higher side for GF 

method than look up table method . Reason for this fairly simple one, in look up table 

method only scanning i.e comparing is required while in GF method as stated earlier so 

many mathematical operation is needed to be performed to get the “to be substituted ” 

data as a result.  

 

With advancement in the cryptanalysis, newer method to attack AES came to light. 

Algorithm, being out in public domain, assures security as far as key is concerned. It 

doesn’t leak, in any possible way, any information related with key. It is not possible to 

reverse engineer this algorithm and brute force attack is way too much time consuming 
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and involves computation beyond competence. So with time, methods were developed to 

attack hardware and by making model of the same, techniques were developed to predict 

the key values out of that model. Information, used to make the model should represent 

the hardware as accurately as possible and as many details as possible should be used to 

make such a method. Machine learning algorithm to be used, should also be fast and 

accurate.  

 

Method which got prominence to attack the hardware is differential power analysis. It 

comes under side channel analysis. How it can be prevented is the area under research in 

my thesis but first it is important to know how it is devised to attack the system. 

 

Side Channel Analysis: 

Side channel is an attack when information to crack the system is derived from the 

hardware used for implementation of the cryptographic algorithm. Recently, it has come 

to know that this form of the attack is the strongest and really no satisfactory guarding 

mechanism is yet to be developed against this form of attack. Not that it takes advantage 

of loop holes remained in the hardware, however strong implementation is , this attack 

just tries to emulate the actual hardware and efficient modeling techniques takes care of 

the remaining things .  

 

To make the model of any system, it is very important that we have exact and minute 

details of system’s behavior for majority of the possible inputs. Once this has been 

studied, learning can be used to create the model. Suitable learning method and algorithm 

can be used. Test patterns will let attacker know, whether he is successful in making the 

model or not. Once model is ready, system can be cracked for the key. 

 

So, what are the features, which can be used to make the replica? Only requirement here 

is , any parameter to be the feature of the system is , it should give exact idea , how 

system is reacting to input given and how system’s response changing with respect to 

change in inputs. Power , timing delay , power-delay product , sound generated by system 

, radiation it is generating , or any such property and manipulation form of them can be 
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used to train the system. So to avoid such attacks it is important to make system’s 

behavior unpredictable in some sense. There should be some randomness but that is not 

the case with power analysis. Difference in power consumption in true sense, leaking the 

system’s response and helping to create the model of the same. To avoid that it is desired 

that, power consumption becomes uniform and no power pattern gets generated from the 

system. It is difficult to design system that way though. How attack can take place is 

explained briefly below.   

 

Crude explanation of SCA attack is attempted here. First there are few assumptions 

which are always true when any attempt to break the security is in the go. First of these is 

, attacker has full knowledge of hardware. Second, algorithm , performing the operation 

is known to him as well. Now with these in mind, let say we are trying to break the 

system and extract the key out of it and for that we are using machine learning methods. 

Let say key is K and in the algorithm it interacts with plain text messages. Now we are 

recording the behavior of hardware for different plain texts and can exactly know how it 

is responding to them. This leaves loop hole for developing software system which 

attempts parody of the actual hardware and then we can , comparing the predicted key’s 

response for particular P with actual hardware’s response for the same P , K can be 

extracted . To make this possible machine learning is required, which uses learning. Here 

learning is in terms of response of the hardware say power it consumes, delay it produces, 

and sound it makes or in some cases radiation it generates. Accuracy of these methods 

has always been remain constrain though if required amount data is available, replica of 

the system will become easy job. Responses which are used to make the model are 

known as features and power of the system is one of the most important one.   
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Chapter 2 

Scope of the Study 

 

S-box design is one of the most critical aspect of AES cryptographic algorithm. 

Conventional designs are leaking most of the power and hence falling victim to 

differential power analysis and that way side channel analysis. That way , it is important 

to study conventional design and make it robust and make it such a way that it doesn’t 

leak any information which can be used to model that system. Entire focus of this study , 

that way is on S-box, cracking , re-designing which is the aim of study. 
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Chapter 3 

Objective of the Study 

 

Objective of the study is strictly limited to improving the S-box design. Differential 

Power Analysis is proving to be one of the strongest attacks and it is strong enough to 

crack AES. Objective of the study hence is to make S-box design such a way that it 

consumes uniform power irrespective of the input patterns. I.e. it should not produce any 

power signature which can be used to model the hardware. 
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Chapter 4 

Literature Review 

 

This part conveys the survey of writing about the present input operational amplifier with 

different strategies engaged with it. I had knowledge look on a few journal and 

conference papers, identified with the desired S-Box for AES. I have customized a 

portion of the journal and conference papers organized an outline on those. 

 

Design of Low Power S-box architecture Level using GF 

In this paper authors proposed high level transformation technique on S-box. Concept 

here is by introducing pipelining and keeping the input at same frequency power 

consumption can be reduced. Proposed architecture and conventional architecture have 

been given here in block diagram format. [1] 

 

 

Figure 2 Convention S-box using GF 
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Figure 3 Pipelined architecture 

      

Low Latency VLSI architecture of S-box for AES encryption 

 

In this paper authors came up with innovative method to find multiplicative inverse 

which is faster in compare to conventional method which ultimately leads to faster 

substitution. Proposed architecture and conventional block diagrams have been shown 

here. [2] 

 

Figure 4 Conventional method to obtain MI 
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Figure 5 MI Circuit Diagram 

      

Side channel analysis resistant description of the AES S box 

One of the counter measures to avoid side channels is masking. Here in this paper authors 

propose additive and multiplicative masking for inversion operation involved in 

substitution. The novel feature here is proposed method makes inversion a linear 

operation (on GF(4)) and hence masking can be done easily. Ultimately this is also 

provides security against zero-value attack. [3] 

 

A VLSI design flow for secure side channel attack resistant ICs 

In this paper , authors proposed some key modifications to make ICs side channel attack 

resistant. The same has been mentioned below. Empirical analysis suggests that, ICs 

made from this flow do not reveal key even after more than 2000 Differential power 

analysis records while simple ICs will divulge that in just 200 readings.[4] 
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Figure 6 Secured Design flow 

     

Side channel attacks: Ten years after its publication and the impacts on 

cryptographic module security testing 

In this paper, author gives idea about what side channels are how they can lead to attack 

and what type of side channel plays role in what type of attack. Author describes different 

types of side channels and gives glimpses on those points. Classification of attack is also 

one noteworthy thing presented in paper. [5] 
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Chapter 5 

Research Methodology 

 

Method 1: Conventional Look-Up table based S-box  

 

Traditional look up table involves ROM implementation. Memory will be used to hold 

the values and scanning will be done across rows and columns to fetch the desired value. 

Look up table is shown in fig below. Operation is pretty simple here. 8 bits data which is 

to be substituted will be used to get the appropriate “to be substituted” value from the 

table. For this, 8 bits data will be considered as combination of two nibbles. First of 

which, will give the number of row from where data is to be fetched and second of which 

will give the number of column from where data is to be fetched. Intersection point of 

these two entries will give the data to be substituted. On the receiver side similar table 

will be there and same method will be used there as well to get the desired outcome. 

From implementation point of view, this method is fairly simple and right to say that it 

doesn’t involve any complexity except for the bulky memory which will be required to 

implement this. 

 

Verilog code was implemented for the same and RTL analysis performed for the same 

code shows details of area , power , and timing  details associated across 3 technologies 

(45nm , 90 nm and 180 nm for slow and fast libraries) Results of the same are given 

below. 
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Figure 7 Output of look-up table based design 

 

Table 2 RTL results analysis 

 

   45nm 90nm 180nm 

   Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast 

Power(nw) 

Dynamic 22312.51 40715.29 39308.08 56032.39 131495.3 220603.2 

Static 

Leakage 37.61 135.41 5670.21 14214.73 124.59 54.75 

        

Area 

Cells 460 443 411 409 418 414 

Inverters 97 80 39 37 44 43 

Logic 363 363 372 372 371 371 

        

Worst Path 

Delay(ps)  3319.5 1035.3 3070.1 809.3 4477.1 1702.2 
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Observation: 

Power for same technology, slower library consumes less power than faster one, worst 

case delay is less for faster library than slower library which is either because of removal 

of few logic blocks or inverters and overall optimization of the design. Improved 

performance from 180 to 90 to 45 in case of area power and delay. Leakage power is 

higher in case of 90nm technology though. Area is least in case of fast 45nm technology 

while most in case of 90nm technology. 

 

Method 2: Modified Look-Up table based S-box using decoders and multiplexer 

 

To make the ROM based implementation faster, decoder-multiplexer based technique is 

used. Here 8 bits data which was divided in nibbles gets further divided which is 

explained below. Based on first two bits of the 8 bits data, group of the “to be substituted 

data” will be decided.   To make it faster, decoders are used. [6] 

 

Here, in this method, nibbles used to decide row and column entry are further divided.  

First two bits of first nibble are used to decide the group and accordingly four groups will 

be created. Second two bits of first nibble will be used to select the row entry. First two 

bits of second nibble will be used to select column entry. This will result in four entries as 

possible output. Mux will be used and as per last two bits, one of the 4 entries will be 

selected. It is shown graphically below.  
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Figure 8 Addressing decoding method for modified look up table 
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Groups which are created and new substitution table are given below. Verilog code was 

implemented to give effect to this mechanism, output and RTL analysis of the same is 

given below in the tabular format.  

 

 

Figure 9 Groups 
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Figure 10 Decoding patterns  

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Modified look up table based output 
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Table 3 RTL results 

 

  45nm 90nm 180nm 

  Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast 

Power(nW) 

Dynamic 28590.55 43059.27 49448.73 73248.26 208492.9 367766.1 

Static 

Leakage 27.48 91.28 4955.27 12384.88 111.21 43.16 

        

Area 

Cells 437 428 405 405 410 411 

Inverters 114 105 63 63 68 69 

Logic 323 323 342 342 342 342 

        

Worst Path 

Delay(ps)  1845.1 624.7 2300.8 727.7 3961 1757.4 

 

Observation:  

For same technology, faster library, by reducing few redundant cells, improves upon 

worst path delay. Price for this, though, paid in terms of power. Faster library takes more 

power than slower one for same technology. Similar statement can be made about Static 

power.  As technology changes, performance gets improved as we move from 180 to 90 

to 45nm. Area is increasing, which is classic area v/s speed v/s power enigma. 
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Method 3 : S-box using Galois field 

 

Substitution using GF method basically involves two operations. One is multiplicative 

inverse and the other is affine transformation. It is not possible to find the MI in gf(256) 

straight away. First it will be is-formed to lower GF fields to gf(16) and operations as 

given below in the chart will lead to MI output. How this arrived is explain in brief in 

following paragraphs.[7] 

 

 
Figure 12 Method for obtaining MI 

 

Following multiplicative inverse module, affine transformation module will be 

implemented. Affine transformation involves two operations, multiplication and addition. 

Matrix multiplication, too , will turn in addition operation and in turn simple XORing 
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will be required. Following multiplication, another Xoring will be performed for addition 

operation. Combining both Substitution output will be achieved. Multiplicative inverse 

circuit is mentioned above with each and every component details. This, along with 

affine module, was implemented in verilog language on NCSIM tool. The output and 

analysis report in tabular format given below. 

 

 

Figure 13 GF based S-box Output 
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Table 4 RTL result 

 

    45nm 90nm 180nm 

    Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast 

Power(nW) 

Dynamic 55749.18 85664.85 75096.6 119434.2 312859.5 517037 

Static 

Leakage 28.832 77.817 7169.91 13600.86 138.42 119.49 

                

Area 

Cells 170 165 182 182 170 170 

Inverters 27 22 13 13 5 5 

Logic 143 143 169 169 165 165 

                

Worst Path 

Delay(ps)   

in pin 2 

to outpin 

4 4710 

in pin 2-

outpin 4 

1440 

In2-out 

2 

5787.6 

inp2-out 

5 1567.8 

In7-out2 

9205.1 

in7-out0 

3656.60 

 

Observation:  

For same technology, faster library, by reducing few redundant cells, improves upon 

worst path delay. Price for this, though, paid in terms of power. Faster library takes more 

power than slower one for same technology. Similar statement can be made about Static 

power.  As technology changes, performance gets improved as we move from 180 to 90 

to 45nm. Area is increasing, which is classic area v/s speed v/s power enigma. 
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Method 4: Modified GF based S-box using look-up table  

 

Blend of look up table method and GF method. It can be concluded that, In GF method, 

almost all the power is consumed by MI module. If we find the MI values and make table 

of the same, power reduction can be achieved in the GF based substitution method[8]. 

 

Here, trick is, both the operation, MI and affine transformation will be performed but for 

MI module, look-up table will be used. Following that affine will be same as in the case 

of earlier method. Output of substitution operation will remain same and that is attached 

below. Power, area, timing analysis report in tabular format. 

[To make this implementation faster we can use decoder-mux method as implemented in 

method 2. It will be done at later stage.] 

 

 

Figure 14 Modified GF method output 
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Table 5 RTL result 

 

    45nm 90nm 180nm 

    Slow Fast Slow Fast Slow Fast 

Power(nW) 

Dynamic 32373.08 54428.21 56383.37 83858.05 224814.83 373557.54 

Static 

Leakage 52.56 172.198 7188.96 17721.43 150.884 56.913 

                

Area Cells 508 509 526 526 515 515 

                

Worst Path 

Delay(ps)   4468 1426 3312 883 4462 1840 

 

Observation:  

For same technology, faster library, by reducing few redundant cells or by utilizing other 

methods, improves upon worst path delay. Price for this, though, paid in terms of power. 

Faster library takes more power than slower one for same technology. Similar statement 

can be made about Static power.  As technology changes, performance gets improved as 

we move from 180 to 90 to 45nm. Area is increasing, which is classic area v/s speed v/s 

power enigma. 
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Chapter 6 

Expected Outcomes 

 

To make cryptographic hardware robust and attack proof it is important to know how it 

can be attacked . To attack the system which involves any cryptographic implementation 

, first step is to make mathematical replica of the hardware. For that it is important to 

study the important features of the system when it is under operation. Feature , selected , 

to make the model , should be such that it represents entire circuit as a whole . Not only 

that , variation in inputs should be replicated appropriately in that feature value. Also it 

should be easy to use as training data .  

 

With these things in mind , many of the feature associated with the system fails to make 

the cut but few make to that list . Power , EM radiation , Sound such signatures can be 

used to train the model to replicate the hardware. As it is not possible to get the power 

patterns associated with system for particular inputs in the digital implementation , it is 

crucial to make actual hardware circuitry in the availabe tool . In my case it will be 

Virtuoso .  

 

Sufficient amount of input samples of 128 bits , with fixed key of 128 bits , power 

associated with the circuit will be recorded. Data cannot be randomly taken as no of 1’s 

and 0’s present in the input pattern make significant change in response of the system. 

Every possible combination is not possible to ocover as input is that of 128 bits but this 2 

to power 128 combinations will be divided across few classes and from those classes 

sufficient input samples will be used to make the model. Once model is ready , it will be 

tested for its accuracy . If it satisfies that bottle neck , we are ready to launch attack on 

the cryptographic system.   

 

Method to be implemented for attack is differential power analysis. First of all random 

key will be selected  and input will be given . Now from that key one particular bit will 

be selected. For different inputs key will be kept 1 and 0 and hence two iterations will be 
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performed for same set of input . Power will be recorded . If the difference is near to zero 

, predicted bit is right (1) and if difference is high prediction is wrong . This will be done 

repeatatively to extract the entire key.  

 

Once it is proven that AES can be cracked this way , attempts to  make it robust to these 

attacks will be made . Fewer techniques , to this effect , have been thought upon and 

attempted . To make hardware DPA-proof , it is important that hardware doesn’t generate 

any power signature with respect to input. Hardware should be giving the same power 

irrespective input given to it . Adding dummy operation , adding noise are few of the 

techniques to make this happen. Dummy operations should not be such that it changes 

any operation of the system .   

 

With these things implemented , it can be expected that model will help first cracking of 

the AES algorithm and at later stage it can be studied what and where improvement is 

required and of which nature . Future work also involves making GDSII of the 

implemented codes. For this Encounter tool will be used   
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Chapter 7 

Work Plan with Timelines 

 

Time Work 

August,2017 Literature Review for selecting base paper 

September,2017 Two papers were implemented 

October,2017 Two more papers with different techniques 

were implemented 

November , 2017 Analysis and Report work 
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Chapter 8 

Results and Discussion 

 

To gain the significant insight, RTL results are compared over different libraries and 

different technologies. Conclusions drawn from these comparisons are pretty much 

interesting.  

 

1. Dynamic power comparison over slow library for 45nm over different methods 

 

Table 6 Dynamic power for 45nm (slow) 

Look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

Modified 

gf 

22312.51 28590.55 55749.18 32373.08 

 

It can be seen from this, that because of multiplicative inverse operation, GF method 

consumes highest power. When, to find MI, look-up table is used, it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power, and Modified look up table method increases 

speed, but power is on higher side in that case. 

  

2. Dynamic power comparison over slow library for 90nm over different methods 

 

Table 7 Dynamic power for 90nm (slow) 

Look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

modified 

gf 

39308.08 49448.73 75096.6 56383.37 

 

It can be seen from this, that because of multiplicative inverse operation, GF method 

consumes highest power. When, to find MI, look-up table is used, it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power, and Modified look up table method increases 
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speed, but power is on higher side in that case. 

 

3. Dynamic power comparison over slow library for 180nm over different methods 

 

Table 8 Dynamic power for 180nm (slow) 

look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

Modified 

gf 

131495.3 208492.91 312859.51 224814.8 

 

It can be seen from this, that because of multiplicative inverse operation, GF method 

consumes highest power. When, to find MI, look-up table is used, it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power, and Modified look up table method increases 

speed , but power is on higher side in that case . 

 

4. Static power comparison over slow library for 45nm over different methods 

 

Table 9 Static power for 45nm (slow) 

look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

modified 

gf 

37.61 27.48 28.832 52.56 

 

Static power has more to do with area or no of cells in the configuration. Not every time 

this relation can be established though . But it is obvious that higher no of components 

present in the circuit will attract higher leakage than circuit which has less components. 

Also , slower library has low switching activities than faster library so just like dynamic 

power , leakage will also be less in case of slow library for same technology. 
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5. Static power comparison over slow library for 90nm over different methods 

 

Table 10 Static power for 90nm (slow) 

look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

modified 

gf 

5670.21 4955.27 7169.91 7188.96 

 

Static power has more to do with area or no of cells in the configuration. Not every time 

this relation can be established though. But it is obvious that higher no of components 

present in the circuit will attract higher leakage than circuit which has less components. 

Also, slower library has low switching activities than faster library so just like dynamic 

power , leakage will also be less in case of slow library for same technology. 

 

6. Static power comparison over slow library for 180nm over different methods 

 

Table 11 Static power for 180nm (slow) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

124.59 111.21 138.42 150.884 

 

Static power has more to do with area or no of cells in the configuration. Not every time 

this relation can be established though . But it is obvious that higher no of components 

present in the circuit will attract higher leakage than circuit which has less components. 

Also , slower library has low switching activities than faster library so just like dynamic 

power , leakage will also be less in case of slow library for same technology. 

 

7. Timing 45nm slow 

 

Table 12 Delay for 45nm (slow) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

3319.5 1845.1 4710 4468 
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Though GF method reduces area significantly, scanning through look-up table is way 

much faster than performing mathematical operation to get the substitution. Modified GF 

method improves upon that but it can never match what Modified look-up table method 

has to offer as far as speed is concerned. 

 

 

8. Timing 90nm slow 

 

Table 13 Delay for 90nm (slow) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

3070.1 2300.8 5787.6 3312 

 

Though GF method reduces area significantly, scanning through look-up table is way 

much faster than performing mathematical operation to get the substitution. Modified GF 

method improves upon that but it can never match what Modified look-up table method 

as to offer as far as speed is concerned. 

 

9. Timing 180nm slow 

 

Table 14 Delay for 180nm (slow) 

look up 

Modified 

look up Gf 

modified 

gf 

4477.1 3961 9205 4462 

 

Though GF method reduces area significantly, scanning through look-up table is way 

much faster than performing mathematical operation to get the substitution. Modified GF 

method improves upon that but it can never match what Modified look-up table method 

has to offer as far as speed is concerned. 
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10. Area 45nm slow 

 

Table 15 Area for 45nm (slow) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

Modified 

gf 

460 437 170 508 

 

Just see the reduction in total no of cells when we implement substitution using GF 

method! This method significantly reduces bulk components. Price is paid in terms of 

power and timing but it provides security than look-up table method and makes hardware 

simple than other techniques. Also , as modified GF method has both elements , look-up 

table and components for affine transformation it takes highest no of cells than any other 

technique. 

 

11. Area 90nm slow 

Table 16 Area for 90nm (slow) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

Modified 

gf 

411 405 182 526 

 

Just see the reduction in total no of cells when we implement substitution using GF 

method! This method significantly reduces bulk components. Price is paid in terms of 

power and timing but it provides security than look-up table method and makes hardware 

simple than other techniques. Also, as modified GF method has both elements, look-up 

table and components for affine transformation it takes highest no of cells than any other 

technique. 
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12. Area 180nm slow 

 

Table 17 Area for 180nm (slow) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

418 410 170 515 

 

Just see the reduction in total no of cells when we implement substitution using GF 

method! This method significantly reduces bulk components. Price is paid in terms of 

power and timing but it provides security than look-up table method and makes hardware 

simple than other techniques. Also, as modified GF method has both elements, look-up 

table and components for affine transformation it takes highest no of cells than any other 

technique. 

 

13. Dynamic power comparison over fast library for 45nm over different methods 

 

Table 18 Dynamic Power for 45nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

Modified 

gf 

40715.29 43059.27 85664.85 54428.21 

 

It can be seen from this, that because of multiplicative inverse operation, GF method 

consumes highest power. When, to find MI , look-up table is used , it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power, and Modified look up table method increases 

speed , but power is on higher side in that case . 

 

14. Dynamic power comparison over fast library for 90nm over different methods 

 

Table 19 Dynamic Power for 90nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

Modified 

gf 

56032.39 73248.26 119434.2 83858.05 
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It can be seen from this , that because of multiplicative inverse operation , GF method 

consumes highest power . When to find MI look-up table is used, it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power and Modified look up table method increases 

speed, but power is on higher side in that case. 

 

15. Dynamic power comparison over fast library for 180nm over different methods 

 

Table 20 Dynamic Power for 180nm (fast) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

220603.21 367766.08 517037 373557.5 

 

It can be seen from this , that because of multiplicative inverse operation , GF method 

consumes highest power . When, to find MI , look-up table is used , it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power, and Modified look up table method increases 

speed , but power is on higher side in that case . 

 

16. Static power comparison over fast library for 45nm over different methods 

 

Table 21 Static Power for 45nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

135.41 91.28 77.817 172.198 

 

It can be seen from this , that because of multiplicative inverse operation , GF method 

consumes highest power . When , to find  MI , look-up table is used , it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power , and Modified look up table method increases 

speed , but power is on higher side in that case . 
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17. Static power comparison over fast library for 90nm over different methods 

 

Table 22  Dynamic Power for 90nm (fast) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

14214.73 12384.88 13600.86 17721.43 

 

It can be seen from this , that because of multiplicative inverse operation , GF method 

consumes highest power . When , to find  MI , look-up table is used , it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power , and Modified look up table method increases 

speed , but power is on higher side in that case . 

 

18. Static power comparision over fast library for 45nm over different methods 

 

Table 23 Static Power for 45nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

54.75 43.16 119.49 56.913 

 

It can be seen from this , that because of multiplicative inverse operation , GF method 

consumes highest power . When , to find  MI , look-up table is used , it takes less power. 

Look up table method takes least power , and Modified look up table method increases 

speed , but power is on higher side in that case . 

 

19. Timing 45nm fast 

Table 24 Timing for 45nm (fast) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

1035.3 624.7 1440 1426 

 

Though GF method reduces area significantly , scanning through look-up table is way 

much faster than performing mathematical operation to get the substitution. Modified GF 
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method improves upon that but it can never match what Modified look-up table method 

has to offer as far as speed is concerned . 

 

 

 

 

 

20. Timing 90nm fast 

 

Table 25 Timing for 90nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

809.3 727.7 1567.8 883 

 

Though GF method reduces area significantly, scanning through look-up table is way 

much faster than performing mathematical operation to get the substitution. Modified GF 

method improves upon that but it can never match what Modified look-up table method 

has to offer as far as speed is concerned. 

 

 

21. Timing 180nm fast 

 

Table 26 Timing for 180nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up Gf 

modified 

gf 

1757.4 1702.2 3656.6 1840 

 

Though GF method reduces area significantly, scanning through look-up table is way 

much faster than performing mathematical operation to get the substitution. Modified GF 

method improves upon that but it can never match what Modified look-up table method 

has to offer as far as speed is concerned. 
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22. Area 45nm fast 

 

Table 27 Area for 45nm (fast) 

look up 

Modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

443 428 165 509 

 

Just see the reduction in total no of cells when we implement substitution using GF 

method! This method significantly reduces bulk components. Price is paid in terms of 

power and timing but it provides security than look-up table method and makes hardware 

simple than other techniques. Also, as modified GF method has both elements , look-up 

table and components for affine transformation it takes highest no of cells than any other 

technique. 

 

23. Area 90nm fast 

 

Table 28 Area for 90nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

409 405 182 526 

 

Just see the reduction in total no of cells when we implement substitution using GF 

method ! This method significantly reduces bulk components . Price is paid in terms of 

power and timing but it provides security than look-up table method and  makes hardware 

simple than other techniques. Also , as modified GF method has both elements , look-up 

table and components for affine transformation it takes highest no of cells than any other 

technique. 

24. Area 180nm fast 

Table 29 Area for 180nm (fast) 

look up 

modified 

look up gf 

modified 

gf 

414 411 170 515 
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Just see the reduction in total no of cells when we implement substitution using GF 

method ! This method significantly reduces bulk components . Price is paid in terms of 

power and timing but it provides security than look-up table method and  makes hardware 

simple than other techniques. Also , as modified GF method has both elements , look-up 

table and components for affine transformation it takes highest no of cells than any other 

technique. 
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Chapter 9 

Summary and Conclusions 

  

S-box using different methods was implemented and rigorous analysis was done with the 

results achieved from those designs. Keeping overall objective of the study , prima-facie 

observation is , multiplicative inverse block is consuming most of the power . Any 

improvement in power signature should be made in that block only. RTL results give 

significant insight about different designs and as per the requirement of system, area , 

power , delay thing can be worked out . To sum up , implemented work provides minute 

detail about S-box and those can be used to improve the design.  
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